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Study part II: !

Aluminum measurement of breast tissue!
Case group: !
Patients with breast cancer that need breast surgery because of malign diagnosis.!

Control group: !
Patients (without any history of breast cancer) that will undergo a breast reduction
 surgery.!

Breast tissue will be collected for determination of aluminium amount with atomic
 absorption spectroscopy (AAS) as described in Exley et al. (7).!

If possible, one breast specimen will be sampled in the breast quadrant close to the
 axilla and one specimen in a quadrant away from the axilla.!

These patients will also be interviewed with the same study questionnaire.!

Statistical Analysis!
Study Part I: Standard techniques for case control studies will be applied including multivariate regression modeling. For continuous variables t-tests or Mann-Whitney U
 tests, for categorical variables chi-square tests will be used. Variables that are univariately significant in these tests will be selected for multivariate analysis in logistic
 regression modelling.  Adjusted Odds ratios and their 95% confidence intervals will be estimated.!
Study Part II: A two-sided Mann-Whitney U test will be used to compare aluminium content between the study groups. In addition, the aluminium content of the samples
 will be correlated with the self reported aluminium exposure (questionnaire data) and the breast cancer outcome using linear and logistic regression analyses.!

Ethical considerations !
The proposed study has been approved by the ethics commission of the University of Innsbruck.!

Methods 

Study part I:!

! ! !Questionnaire on risk factors and Al – exposure!
History of antiperspirant use will be compared between a group of 262 female
 breast cancer patients aged 20–85 years (n=131, cases) and age-matched
 controls (n=131, controls) without breast cancer. !

A personal interview will be performed on:!

•  individual hygiene!
•  aluminium exposure!
•  other risk factors: !

•  life-time estrogen exposure!
•  diet!
•  physical activity!
•  smoking !
•  alcohol!

The study questionnaire is partly based on the MARIE study of the German Cancer
 Research Centre (6).!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!Hypothesis!
We hypothesize that the long-term use of antiperspirants containing
 aluminium salts causes breast cancer. !

We assume that female patients with breast cancer have regularly
 used hygiene products with aluminium compounds. !
Whereas patients without any breast cancer have used less or no
 hygiene products with aluminium compounds.!

We also hypothesize that breast tissue of patients with breast cancer
 reflects higher aluminium levels than tissue of healthy women.!
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Background  :  
Can underarm antiperspirants cause breast cancer (1) ? !

Antiperspirants are used frequently to an area next to the breast and contain aluminium salts. Aluminium
-compounds could be absorbed by the skin (2) or enter the body through lesions. Through the use of
 antiperspirants aluminium levels of blood plasma and urine are increased (2). !

Furthermore aluminium could cause estrogen-like (hormonal) effects (3,4) and these effects are related to breast
 cancer (4, 5).!

But until now, studies on antiperspirants containing aluminium salts and their effect on breast cancer have shown
 conflicting results. !

Absorption of aluminium by skin, through  the frequently use of
 antiperspirants (2) and  its detection in plasma and urine.!
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